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Plotting stereoscopic phase diagrams
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Abstract

An algorithm for calculating the x-y plotting coordinates of a rock or mineral given the
composition in four-component barycentric coordinates is presented. The algorithm permits
the plotting of stereoscopic four-component (tetrahedral) phase diagrams from any per-
spective desired and with any amount of foreshortening and stereoshift desired.

Introduction

The phase relations of chemical systems contain-
ing four or more components can be diffcult to visu-
alize unless a suitable projection through a ubiqui-
tous phase can be found (e.9., Thompson, 1957;
Greenwood, 1975). Even after projection some sys-
tems cannot be represented with fewer than four
components (e.9., Spear, 1977; Rumble, 1978). Plot-
ling mineral assemblages in four-component systems
by means of perspective drawings of tetrahedra can
be inprecise and time-consuming. Moreover, the vi-
sualization of phase volumes is greatly facilitated by
stereoscopic viewing of tetrahedral phase diagrams,
and plotting these types of diagrams is impossible
without the aid of a suitable algorithm to calculate
the plotting coordinates. This note presents such an
algorithm.

The algorithm is designed so that the tetrahedron
can be viewed from any perspective desired. In this
respect, the algorithm difers from that contained in
the program PRorEUs (H. J. Greenwood, personal
communication), which provides for only two differ-
ent stereoscopic views of tetrahedra. Arem (1971)
presented a method for plotting stereoscopic four-
component phase diagrams using the ronrReN pro-
gram oRTEp (Johnson, 1965). The approach outlined
here provides an analytical solution for the calcu-
lation of plotting coordinates, instead of a graphical
solution as outlined by Arem, and does not require
any special computer program.

The algorithm is relatively simple and the only in-
puts required are three of the four barycentric
coordinates (that is, the composition of the rock or

mineral in the tetrahedron normalized to 1.0), the de-
sired viewing distance, two angles to specify the de-
sired rotation ofthe tetrahedron, and one angle spec-
ifying the desired amount of stereoshift. The
algorithm is ideally suited for computer systems with
x-y plotters. I currently have two working programs,
available on request, for performing the calculations.
One program, written for an HP-97 programmable
pocket calculator, calculates the plotting coordinates
only; the user must plot the diagram by hand on x-y
graph paper. The other program, written in PDP-ll
BAsIc, is interfaced to an x-y plotter.

Plotting tetrahedral diagrams

The plotting of tetrahedra in perspective requires
three steps: ( l )  conversion from barycentr ic
(A,B,C,D) to cartesian (X,Y,Z) coordinates; (2) rcta-
tion ofthe cartesian coordinate system to the desired
viewing point; and (3) projection from the per-
spective point onto the perspective plane. The analyt-
ical techniques used here are formulated in many
standard texts on analytical geometry (e.9., Schwartz,
1967, p.585-588). Nye (1957, p. 8-ll) presents a
good discussion of the use of direction cosines in the
transformation of coordinate systems. The construc-
tion of stereoscopic pairs simply involves the con-
struction of two perspective drawings, each made
from a slightly different perspective point. When the
two images are viewed, each by a separate eye, the
image appears in 3-D.

C onv er sion fro m b aryc ent ri c t o c art e sian c o o r dinat e s

The transformation is made by noting that the de-
sired point to be plotted (a,b,c,d), be it an apex of the
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tetrahedron or a mineral or rock composition, lies on
the intersection of three planes:A : &, B : b and D :
d (it also lies on the fourth plane C : c, but this
plane is not independent of the other three). The
right-handed cartesian coordinate system is estab-
lished with the origin in the center of the tetrahedron
(0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25 in barycentric coordinates) with
the three axes (X,Y,Z) oriented as shown in Figure l.
Unit distance is taken as the distance from the base
to the apex of the tetrahedron.

Each of the three planes that intersect at the point
of interest can be obtained by finding the normal to
any one and the position of a point on it; the most
convenient point to choose is the point where the
normal intersects the plane. The equation of the
plane is given by:

)GX +  YoY +  Z&:  (X+Y3+ Z3)

where ()L, Yo, Z) arc the coordinates of tle point at
which the normal vector 0L, Yo, Zo) intersects the
plane.

The plane D : d has the normal vector {0, 0, d -
0.25) (Fig. 2) and thus the equation of the ptane is Z
: (d - 0.25). The plane B : b has the normal (deter-
mined by projection onto the Y and. Z axes) {0, (b -
0.25) cos 19.47, - (b - 0.25) cos 70.53) (Fig. 2) and
thus the equation of the plane is

0.9428Y - 0.33332: (b - 0.25)

The plane A : a has the normal {(a - 0.25) cos 19.47

Fig. l. Perspective drawing of a tetrahedron showing
relationship of cartesian to barycentric coordinate systems. The
origin (X,Y,Z) : (0,0,0) is set ar (a,b,cd) : (0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25\.

Fig. 2. Construction of tetrahedron taken through D, B and at
the mid-point between A and C, showing the intersection of the
three planes A:a, B:b, and D:d at the point of interest. Np, N6
and Ns represent the normal vectors to the three planes.

cos 30, -(a - 0.25) cos 19.47 cos 60, -(a - 0.25) cos
70.53) and the equation of the plane is

0.8165X _ 0.47t4y _ 0.33332: (a _ 0.25)

Solving these three equations for X, Y and Z gives:

X: [(a - 0.25) + Yz(b - 0.25)

+ v2(d - 0.2s)l/0.816s (la)

Y : [(b - 0.2s) + y3 (d - 0.2s)l/0.9428 (lb)

z: (d _ 0.25)

Rotation of cartesian coordinate system

Rotation of the tetrahedron into the desired view-
ing position is accomplished with direction cosine
transformation matrices. The rotation can be broken
into two parts: a rotation around Z and a rotation
around X. These two rotations are sufficient to bring
the tetrahedron into any orientation. The transfor-
mation equations for the first rotation are:

X ' :  X 'cosc  -  Y 's ina

Y ' :  X ' s i n a  *  Y ' c o s a

Z ' : Z

and for the second rotation are:

X " : X '

Y":Y'cosd*Z'sin0

Z":-Y'siaf l+Z'cns0

where a and 0 are the angles for the first and second
rotations, respectively.

(lc)

Plane
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Projection onto the perspective plane

The perspective plane is taken as the X,Y plane
(Z : O) with the perspective point an arbitrary dis-
tance along the Z axis. The projection is made by
adding some multiple of the vector L, which is the
vector from the perspective point, E : (0,0,e), to the
point of interest, P : (X",Y",Z"), from the vector
representing the poht of interest and solving for the
intersection with the X-Y plane. The vector L is
given as P-E or L: IX",Y',(2" - e)]. The projected
coordinates are thus:

Xr r ,  -X r t  e  : . q  r r ,  - y t ,  e' -  (e -  7"1 (e -  Z")

The X-Y plotting coordinates for any point (X,Y,Z)
rotated through angles a and B and projected from
an arbitrary perspective point (0,0,e) are given as:

X"' e/(e - Z") : (Xcosc-Ysina) e/(e - Z") Qa)

Y"' - Yil e/(e - Z")

: (Xsinacosd + Ycosacosfl + Zsn?) e/(e - 2,,) (2b)

where

Z" : -Xsinasind - Ycosasind i Zcosfl (2c)

Stereoscopic phase diagrams

The plotting of stereoscopic phase diagrams in-
volves plotting two diagrams, each drawn from a
slightly ditrerent perspective point. This is most eas-
ily accomplished through a third rotation around the
Y axis, the left "eye" requiring a clockwise rotation
(ooking down Y) and the right "eye" requiring a
counterclockwise rotation. Incorporating this third
rotation into equations 2 yields the following equa-
tions for the plotting coordinates of the left and right
diagrams respectively:

X..r, : (X" cosy/2 + Z" siny/2) e/(e - 2..r,) (3a)

Yr"n: Y" e/(e - Zt"n)

where

Zun: -X" siny/2 * Z" cosy/2

(3b)

(3c)

and

X*,"n, : (X" cosy/2 - Z" siny/2)e/(e - Z^,"n) @a\

Y*rro,: Y" e/(e - Z*nn)

where

Z*r"r.: (X" siny/2 # Z" cosy/2)

(4b)

(4c)

In the above equations (2,3, and 4) the angles a
and 0 determine the orientation of the tetrahedron;
these angles can be any value from -360" to t360o,
as desired. The angle 7 determines the amount of ste-
reoshift and the quantity e determines the amount of
foreshortening. For example, an individual with an
interpupillary distance of 6 cm viewing an object
from 20 cm (e) would have an interpupillary angle
(v) of 17.06o. These values produce an acceptable
stereo image, but may be altered to suit individual
preferences.
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